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Co:m:munityFest 2008 is S:mashing Success
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Eager participants in CommunityFest line up for a chance to brave the toothy Shark Slide.

Communication Studies Maiors
May Have Fewer Eight-Week
Courses Next Semester

Tanya Parnes
NSU News Editor

v NSU's undergraduate programs
typically offer students several choices
when selecting their courses. Some
classes are offered during1:he tradi
tional sixteen-week period, which
essentially becomes. fourteen weeks
when accounting for the break during
midterms and finals, while others are
available over the course ofthe more
accelerated eight-week period, which
becomes seven weeks when taking
into account the break for midterms.
The length ofeach ofthese courses
depends upon several factors includ
ing the major itselfand the course ma
terial that needs to be covered during
the allotted time period.
"The decision on the duration
ofa class, whether it's eight weeks
or sixteen weeks, is made by the
faculty," said Don Rosenblum, Dean
of the Farquhar College ofArts
and Sciences. "The faculty own the
curriculum, so I allow them to make
decisions. I have the responsibility
as the dean to make sure the decision
is a strong one, but I rely pretty
'fie·-·---
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strongly upon the judgment of the
faculty." Rosenblum said that the
faculty members often meet to discuss
changing the length ofcertain classes.
Rosenblum also noted that most of
the classes within the Communication
Studies Program are already full
length courses. "If you have the same
content but it is spread over a longer
period oftime, then it can better
assist the students with learning that
material," said Rosenblum. "There
isn't a right or a wrong, but if the
faculty are recommending this change,
I will support it."
That is precisely what has been
recommended for the Fall 2008
semester for the Communication
Studies major. Jennifer Reem,
Communication Program Coordinator
and one ofthe professors within the
major, pointed out that the major has
already begun transitioning into the
sixteen-week program as of2007.
"The speech courses were already
switched in August 2007, because
Eight-Week Classes Continued on pg.2
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Is NSU Being Too Conservative Or Too
Liberal With Their Water Supply?
Students speak out about this important issue

Tanya Parnes
NSU News Editor
v Florida has been dealing
with a water crisis throughout
the state for over 18 months,
due to the relatively dry
weather that has left Lake
Okeechobee with very low
water levels and has created
a water shortage since 2006,
according to the South Florida
Water Management District's
Web site. The current water

level in the lake is 10 .16 feet,
which is well over four feet
below the normal level for
the lake at this time of year.
This shortage has therefore
impacted the residents ofthe
state of Florida. There have
been restrictions in effect in
different counties throughout
the stare regulating water
usage in order to remain as

conservative as possible about
the water supply during this
dire period.
NSU has currently been
placed into a restricted level
two category. The ways that
these categories work is as
follows. The regular amount �
oftime allotted for NSU to
utilize their sprinklers upon the
Sprinklers Continued on pg.2

Mold Misfortune in Goodwin Residence Hall

Christopher Balaban
Staff Writer

v Freshmen students Jade
Rolle and Shenika Webb, who
reside in Goodwin Residence
Hall, recently had their
college dormitory experience
interrupted, due to allergic
reactions allegedly caused by
mold which was growing in
the bathroom oftheir room.
Room 426 was Rolle and
Webb's borne away from
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home until both girls began
experiencing health concerns
in mid- February ofthis year.
Webb, who was the first
to experience a health issue,
developed lesions around
her neck, while shortly
thereafter her rooipmate Rolle
began experiencing vertigo
like symptoms. Both were
uncertain as to why such
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health defects would occur
seemingly spontaneously until
the two discovered "black
mold" growing in and around
the lavatory area of their
room.
A request for a room
change was immediately
submitted by the two students,
Mold Continued on pg.3
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Eight-Week Classes Continued from pg. l

there is so much research that goes into
the preparation of making speeches that
it became quite difficult to complete it
all within the seven-week time frame,"
said Reem. These courses include
Fundamentals of Human Communication,
Public Communication, Argument and
Debate, Oral Interpretation and Speech
Communication for the Professions. ''What
is proposed for next year is to take all
courses with the prefix COMM, which are
general interest and elective credits, and
turn them all into fourteen-week courses,"
said Reem. Reem also said that there are
nine classes in total that are being discussed
as part of this proposal for the upcoming
fall semester.
Reem meets regularly with her advisory
board to discuss issues such as these. "For
the past year or so, we were asking our
speech students about lengthening the time
frames for those courses before we made
the decisioh about those speech courses,"
said Reem. "Students felt that they had
to rush to do all of the preparation and
research for these.seven-week courses."
Reem said that while she does not feel
that all courses need to be offered on a
fourteen-week basis, it is very helpful to
have a healthy selection of classes available
to students over longer periods of time.
"Fourteen-week courses help students to
qevelop their research skills, and I think
that they are critical for speech courses,"
said Reem. "Students have the chance to
get up on their feet more often, and these
courses are much more feasible on a longer
schedule." Reem said that she believes this
change is for the better and will benefit
the students in the long run if it goes
into effect. Reem noted that the faculty
members discussed the possible impact
that these changes would have upon the
students before coming to a decision, but
found that they would not be negatively

affected by this alteration in the curriculum.
"Four hours is a long time for someone
to stay attentive in class," said Reem,
regarding the eight-week course structure.
Reem noted that these professors need to
be very creative and vary their lectures.
However, Reem also pointed out that it
is very difficult to avoid the fact that they
often need to cover four chapters in one
night. "We always try to do what is best
for our students. That is our ultimate goal,"
said Reem. "This was a long process, in
which we measured all of the benefits and
the risks to try to make the best decision
possible."
Not everyone agreed with these
changes, however. Toni Feliciano, a
sophomore and communication studies
major, was pretty upset about this sudden
proposal that was brought up by one of her
professors during a class period. "I think
that this pro.posal is very inconvenient,
considering that NSU is a school that
prides itself on being very flexible towards
its students," said Feliciano. "A lot ofus
work during the day and come to class at
night. What we like most about the eightweek courses is that instead ofhaving
the same course for sixteen weeks, we
are able to take two classes during that
same time period." Feliciano, who works
during the day and attends courses during
the evenings, said that she only found out
about the change quite recently and was
not alerted to this possibility when she had
registered for her classes in March. "I find
it hard to believe that the professors would
just bring it up in class in a conversation,
without formally alerting the students to
these changes," said Feliciano. "I feel like
taking away the eight-week course options
from the evening students is a little bit
unfair, since that means that the flexibility
has just been taken away from us." While
Feliciano recognizes that these professors
want to include more course material and
ensure that their students are better versed

in those subject areas, she still does not
agree with the faculty's decision to try to
take away an option that has always been
available.
Feliciano is frustrated with the fact
that there was very little student input that
went into making this decision and is very
concerned with .the subsequent impact it
will have upon her education. "I love this
school, my professors, the campus and
the courses themselves," said Feliciano.
"However, if these eight-week courses are
a part of the convenience of this school,
they should not be taken away without
further discussion and consideration first
amongst the students." Feliciano regularly
completes four courses during each term,
broken up into two sets of eight week
courses. Feliciano is worried that she will
not graduate on time if these changes go
into effect and even more worried about the
fact that she might not be considered a fulltime student any longer, since she can only
take two classes at a time due to her fulltime work schedule. "This change won't
affect the fact that I feel that I'm getting a
quality education at NSU," said Feliciano.
"However, now that an option that used
to be offered to me will not be available
anymore, I may start Looking into other
options at different universities. I do not
want this change to force me into making a
decision not to remain h.ere at NSU.''
Feliciano is not the only one who feels
this way. Ludnie Jacques, a freshman
and biology major, also appreciates the
flexibility of the eight-week courses and
theFefore would also like to see them
continue to be available to the students. "I
like the eight-week courses because you get
more options to choose different classes,"
said Jacques. "If you have sixteen-week
courses, you won't get the opportunity to
have so many classes either. Since you
do have options at NSU1 I think that the
length of these classes should be one of
them." Jaeques tends to take more full-

length sixteen-week courses with her
schedule, but has taken quite a few eightweek courses as well. "I don't think I'd be
extremely affected if they took away the
eight-week option, but I still think that as
a student I would be somewhat affected,"
said Jacques. "I like to have as many
options as possible so that if something
changes in my schedule I can still take
classes."
Cherelle Henry, a sophomore and
criminal justice major, also said that she
likes the flexibility of these courses. ''I can
double up on the other classes that I need
to take, and it leaves room to add other
courses that are important," said Henry.
"Even though they are eight-week classes
and they are condensed, I feel like you
learn more in that four-hour block than
over the course of the. longer sixteen-week
classes."
Perry Uwanawich, a sophomore and
marketing major, had quite a different
take on the issue. "I think that, depending
upon the instructor, eight-week courses
are pretty good," said Uwanawich.
"However, some professors try to cram
too much information into the course,
and then expect way too much out of the
students." Uwanawich said that while
he enjoys having the eight-week courses
available to him, the standard setup of the
sixteen-week cours.es is more feasible in
terms of getting the work completed. "I
think it would be better to have sixteenweek courses, because then you can go
into more depth on the course information
jtself," ~aid Uwanawich. "!'would feel
more comfortable if they changed it to the
sixteen-week setup, because then I would
know that i would get more information
out of my courses, as well as be able to
make the grade."

Sprinklers Continued from _pg. l

grounds when there is no crisis or shortage
is thirty minutes at a time. When the
restrictions are in place, the university is
given less time to run the water throughout
the campus. A restricted ·level one means
that the university is only allowed to run
the sprinklers at 75% of the usual time
period, which amounts to twenty minutes.
A restricted level two, which is the one
that NSU is currently dealing with, means
that the university is allowed to run the
sprinklers at 50% of their usual time
period, which amounts to ten minutes at a
time.
"Based on our green space and
open area, we're allotted a percentage
consumption, rather than other municipal
rulings that mandate what times you can
run the water or what days of the week,"
said AliceAschbrenner, Assistant Director
of Operations. "The way that we are
making our reduction is that let's say that
we normally run each station a half hour.
When we are in restricted level one, we
would only run for twenty minutes, and
then at restricted level two, we would only
run the water for ten minutes. We never
ever go over our allotment."
.Aschbrenner said that NSU is equipped
with 23 pump stations that are outfitted
with clocks but is currently utilizing
only 19 of them. "One third of them are
outfitted with flow meters which actually
measures the amount of water coming out
of that station," said Aschbrenner. "This
is a phase project. One third of them are
done; within the fiscal year we'll have
another one third outfitted, and as future
developments occur, the last one third
will be replaced as well as part of this
new construction." Aschbrenner noted
that these flow meters are not required

by the government but have been heavily
recommended. NSU decideq to use that
knowledge to better improve the campus
imd its infrastructure. "Based upon our
.acreage of green space only 60% of it has
irrigation and infrastructure, therefore we
are way below that number."
Ashrenner said that the university does
care about the student opinions regarding
the sprinkler systems as well as its overall
usage of water. "We care very much about
the aesthetics of this campus, because our
students like to enjoy the scenery," said
Ashbrenner. "However, we pride ourselves
on being fisca_lly and consumingly
responsible. We care about the campus and
like to keep it looking nice, yet we always
remain responsible." Aschbrenner said that
these pumps run seven days a week.at the
limited times as mandated by the restricted
level two. The only areas that get a little bit
more moisture are the athletic fields, due
to their increasingly large size. Ashbrenner
is very satisfied with NSU's usage of
water and is pleased that the levels have
always remained low. "If you have a pretty
campus, people enjoy looking at it and
walking around, which is an important
quality to have on any college campus."
Monique Reid, a freshman and theatre
major, is not pleased with the sprinkler
systems at NSU. "They are always
running and they get students wet," said
Reid. "The university also needs to direct
the sprinklers towards the grass and not
towards the sidewalk." Reid said that they
are always running in the morning when
she is walking to her 10 a.m. class. "I think
they are running for too long a time period
because when I come out of my class,
they are still on," said Reid. "They should
definitely be on for less than an hour."

David Jacobs, a freshman and business
major, noted that he also gets irritated with
the times that the sprinklers are running.
"When they're on, it is hectic getting
around them and when they're off, they
leave muddle puddles," said Jacobs. "I
think that there is an overuse of water to
the point at which there are puddles all
over the place. A lot of times the water hits
a tree instead of the grass." Jacobs said that
he wishes NSU would use less water and
change the watering times to ones that are
much less inconvenient for the students.
Courtney Clearwaters, a junior and
biology major, said that she, too, feels
NSU should cut back on its water usage.
"There have been many times that it has
rained heavily and the sprinklers are still
on," said Clearwaters. "They run too
long in general. They are always on in
the mornings and at night. Twice a day is
ridiculous."

Philip Ortiz, a junior and finance major,
is also dissatisfied with the sprinkler
system. "NSU's sprinklers are like
most systems in the area: wasteful and
outdated," said Ortiz. "If this university
feels that running this sprinkler system
is a priority, then it should look into
collaborating with the University of
Fl.orida agricultural facility on College
Avenue across from the university." Ortiz
said that he was pretty upset to see the
wasteful use of water at NSU, especially
after it rains heavily. "My concern is that
we are spending too much money and
wasting fresh water when the ground
is already moist," said Ortiz. "It would
be nice if we c0uld actually gauge the
moisture of the lawn and then set the
sprinklers off accordingly." Ortiz said that
the university should tryto be more careful
about the water use and abuse on campus.
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Mold Continued from pg.l

as well as by their parents. Unfortunately,
the girls were moved into a room of near
equal condition. The explanation given
with regard to the mold problem was
thatthere was poor air circulation in the
bathroom. However, this was caused by
a broken circulation fan in the bathroom
- for which NSU Housing is responsible.
Regarding the recent events, Rolle said,
"I've been having vertigo; l feel dizzy and
haven't been at school for two days." Rolle
had been admitted to a hospital when we
spoke to her, and had had an MRI. From
Feb.16, when the allergic reactions began
taking place, until March 3, Rolle has been .
seen by medical specialists, allergists,
and neurologists, and has spent two days
in hospitalization. "Shenika has sought
medical ca{e an:d been given medicinal
cream to treat the lesions on her neck,"
said Rolle, early Monday afternoon.
According to Rolle, the doctors have
detennined that the ca_use ofh<;:r vertigo
was due to an allergy caused by the mold.
Rolle has been advised not to drive until
the effects Jessen, and in addition, has
failed a class during this period offear
and uncertainty due·to the related medical
. aspect of her astounding ordeal.
NSU has been reluctant to grant Rolle
the opportunity to make up her missed
exams and assignments, even though her
situation is unique. "Myteacher isn't
giving me the chance to make \!P the grade.
It's like this is my fault," said Rolle. Rolle
and Webb have been moved to another
room, room 318, which they say is l;>etter
than the last two, and they have noticed
that their symptoms are lessening.
Less than two weeRs after these
unfortunate eveilts had come to light, new
students were moved into room 426, the
same room that allegedly caused these
detrimental health effects. When Alice
B . Aschl:rrenner1 Assistant D irector of
Operations at NSU, was asked why new
students were being moved into the "mold
room," she said, "We have a surplus of
students at NSU, and a limited amount of
space. We like to keep all the freshmen
in the Goodwin Residence., and this is

possibly why such a move was done."
Meagan Elsberry, area coordinator"for
The Commons and Goodwin Residence
Halls, made it clear that NSU was
aware of the mold issue in room 426.
On Feb. 6, Rolle afld Webb notified
NSU authorities and a room change
was requested and granted. It is evident
that NSU made an effort to assist the
students and were accommodating given
the scenario. Elsberry commented that
the air circulation fans in the bathrooms
were in fact repaired, and the mold issue
in the room bas subsided. "The two new
students living in the 'mold room,' 426,
have had no.health concerns of any sort
thus far," said E lsberry, «and it may be
safe to say that the mold problem bas been
tesolved by the school." Elsberry made it
clear that students with any n·e w or preexisting problems reg~ding their residence
should immediately contact NSU Housing
superiors at Res-Life to ensure that
problems are dealt with proactively and
that situations such as Rolle and Webb's
can be prevented far earlier.
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V The Supernatural

in. Caribbean Popular
Culture: Andrea Shaw,
Ph.D. and professor at
NSU, will speak on the
supernatural, and how it
pertains to popular culture
in the Carribean. The
lecture will take place at
10 a.m. in the Lifelong
Learning Institute. For
more information, contact
Heike Dose.at 954~2628471.
V O ' Party: Come
and celebrate St. Patrick's
Day at the Flight Deck,
featuring green beer, free
Irish food, Irish music and
giveaways. The party lasts
from 6-9 p .m. For more
information; contact the
Flight Deck at 954-262-

V Last Lectur~ Series:
Come listen to Dr. Jared
Bucker, professor from
the Fischler School of
Education, as he gives his
"last lecture." The program
will take place at 12 p.m.
in the 2°d floor gallery of
the Alvin Sherman Library.
For more information,
contact Robin Cooper at
robicoop@nova.edu.

V Basic Principles of

V Lunch and Learn
International Law: Steven
Series: "What can I do with
Levitt, professor atNSU,
a business degree?" is the
will discuss international
topic of discussion at the
law and the basic pri11Giples Lunch and Learn Seri~s,
that surround it. The
sponsored by tpe Office
lecture will take place at . · of Career Development
12:30 p.m. in the Lifelong
at NSU. Attendees will
Learning Institute. For
be given a frne lunch and.
more information, contact
the chance to learn about
Heike Dose at 954-262the opportunities offered
8471.
to people with degrees in
V Study Abroad
business. The program will
Program: Interested in
take place at 12 p.m. in
studying overseas? Then
rooms 1053 and 1054 of
attend this informational
the Carl Desantis Building.
session at 7 p.m. in the
For more information,
Leo Goodwin Classroom.
contact Kimberly Goler at
954-262-7252.
For more information,
contact Dominic Viola at
vdominic@nova.edu.

7288.

•

NStJ Closed for
Good [!riday
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Who's the Man?
Professor Piccone discusses truth and power in America
Kristine Belizaire
Current Affairs Editor
V "Truth and Power in American
Society" was the topic of the most recent
lecture in the Faculty Lecture Series, held
on Tuesday, March 13, in room 240 of
the Parker Building, The Faculty Lecture
Series is a series that explore~ the chosen
annual academic theme of the Farquhar
College of Arts and Sciences. This year's
theme is. truth and power, and Jason
Piccone, assistant professor of psychology
in the Division of Social and Behavioral
Sciences, was chosen to present a lecture
titled "Who's the Man'?." to discuss who
represents "The Man" in American society.
Piccone began the lecture by saying
that before this lectur.e, he did not hold any
preconceptions about who holds power in
the United States. According to Piccone,
the term "The Man" can be used posi\ively,

as in "You're the man!/' or negatively, such institutions and the Federal Reserve. The
as "The man is keeping you down."
. Federal Reserve is a conglomeration
Piccone went on to say that many
of private banks, which Piccone finds
Americans believe that "The Man"
frightening, since they are the only
is big business, and many people are
ones who can print money. Piccone also
opposed to big businesses because of
mentioned that there is a misconception
their ability to buy policy. According to
that the Federal Reserve is a public
institution, when in faGt it is privately
Pie-cone, big businesses and corpmations
have been around since the 12th century,
owned. The Federal Reserve wants the
and are legally "people," under the 14th
government to spend a lot of money, and
-amendment of the U.S. Constitution.
will fund both sides ofthe goverrµnent and
Piccone conceded that corporations do hold make a profit with interest.
power in American societ-y because they
Piccone also spoke about efforts
can influence the government by pouring
made to create a one-world government.
money into their campaigns. Corporations
These efforts have been made by the
also try to gain public influence, especially
Bilderberg Group, a congregation of CFR
from children, who they consider to be
(Council on Foreign Relations) members,
"evolving consumers."
government officials, large banks, and the
Power is also in the bands of banking
Federal Reserve. According to Piccone,

the CFR task force report has called for
the establishment of a common security
border perimeter around North America by
2010. This would allow free movement of
people, commerce and capital within North
America, and create a common currency.
Piccone added that the media is
controlled by large corporations and public
relation firms, who plan what is shown on
the news. "The news we get are half truths
at best," said Piccone.
Piccone brought the lecture to an end
by telling the audience that the only way to
fight this idea is to continue in the pursuit
of knowledge, old-fashioned activism, and
changing the cultural paradigm.

Hellogoo~bye Sets the ·B ar for
Concerts at NSU
Bibin Mannattuparampil
Staff Writer

everyone got settled into their seats rather quickly,
and although the Shark Tank had appeared to be
NSU certainly doesn' t stint, as the first real
concert held in the school 's University Center Arena packed with people, it was clear that there :were
plenty of empty chairs available at this "sold out''
on Thursday, Feb. 24, featured the popular band
Hellogoodbye. The concert was.just one of !he many concert.
The crowd waited patiently for the opening
festivities and activities available to NSU students
bands
to finish playing and really Game alive when
as part of Homecoming Week.
Hellogoodbye
was finally up. The band sounded
The concert opened u_p with some pretty
better
as
the
night
progressed, as they saved their
decent performances from local bands Jean Marie
best songs for last, and they performed many
and Kingsley of Miami. Both openers were very
_o f their more popular songs off of their album
musically talented, but the second opening band,
'lJombies! Aliens! Vampires! Dinosaurs! including
Jean Marfr, gave the audience a very unique sound,
":H.e e (In Your Arms)," "All Time Lows.,'' "Stticlc
despite ilie :faotthat their lead s:in,g~r was visibly
to You," and their best song o_fthe night, "Baby,
int~xicated. Plenty of free demo CDs were thrown
It's Fact." Lead singer FoJTest KJine kept the
out into the crowd for those with floor seating.
crowd enfertained with his unusuaJ sense of humor
Prior to the start of the show, there were
between
songs and ke~t the transition between
huge lines exte;iding throughout the University
songs :fluid and natural.
Center downstairs lobby area. "I'm excited to see
Many in attendance who had previously known
Hellogoodbye perform. I'm not too familiar with
their music, but 1' ve heard a lot of good things about little to nothing about the group now GOunt
themselves as official fans ofHellogoodbye after
them," said freshman Ariana Rivers as she was
seeing therp perfonn.
waitin~ in line outside of the Arena, which extended
"l was very surprised and impressed with their
from the stairs to the entrance doors of the UC,
performance,;' said NSU sophomore Vernon Biggs.
down the steps of the Shark Tank and back as far as
"I never really took the time to listen to their
the Outtakes store.
"I can't wait to see them perform," said freshman music b~fore, but my whole impression ·ofthem
changed after today's concert! ' '"Baby, It's Fact'
Elizabeth Rodriguez. "I love their music."
was great," saja sophomore Lyndon Forte, when
· It looked as though plenty ofnon-NSU students
asked
what his favorite song of the night was. 'Tm
were in attendance, along with a good amount
definitely
a fan after t0night."
ofNSU students. Once admission to the ip;ena
began, promptly at 7 p.m., the line disappeared and

v
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Strength in Black Families Film Festival
Racquel Fagon
Variety Editor
V The'Strength in Bla·ck Families

Film Festival, whtch was held in the 'e arl
DeSantes Bui-Jding for Black History
month, featured films that demonstrated
the strength, resilience and.love within
African-American families. The.
inauguration of the festivaJ·on Feb. 8
showed the award-winning movie Akee/ah
and the Bee. (2006, Laurence Fishboume,
Angela Bassett, Keke Palmer), in which
an 11-year-old girl found her strength and
the will to persevere and win the National
Spelling Bee through the strength within
her immediate and community family.
This movie communicated the powerful
bonding ingr:edient within the AfricanAmerican family and community in the
face of adversities and disappointments.
When it came to accomplishing the greater
good, a force oflove and brotherhood
overshadowed the negative.
The festival continued on·the Feb.
15 with the showing of the movie Why

a discussion on the various strengthening
traits that make up the Afiioan-American
family. Within the culture is the tradition of
were put on trial in order to discover their
sharing family
strengths and
history and
weaknesses,
exper.iences
blJf most
True to tradition, the festival finale
orally,
importantly,
consisted
of
congregating
in
a
room
whether it is
to better
while sitting
(
with
something
to
munch
on,
of
understand
around a
themselves
course) and passing knowledge through
communal
and each
stories from different point of views
fire, at a
oth~r. Sirnilar
and experiences - carrying the legacy
dinner table
toAkeelah
ofwhatmakes the African-American
or coming
and the Bee,
together in
family strong.
Why Didi
the front
Get Married?
yard. True to
demon$trated
tradition, the
that even with
all the hurdles lining tb·e track of life for the festival finale consisted of congregating
in a room (with something to munch on,
African-American family, they can jump
of course) and passing knowledge through
high and pass the baton to keep ahead of
stories from different point of views and
the raoe.
experienees - carrying the legacy of what
The festival culminated on Feb. 29 with

Did l Get Marrie,d? (2007, Tyler Perry).
In this ;film, couples and their marriages

"

makes the African-American family strong.
This is the main aim of the Film FestivaJ,
according to Debra Nixon, the coordinatm
of the festival from the Department of ·
Family Planning. Nixon said, "The reason
we chose to focus on the ,gtrengths in.Black
families was because with all ~he research
that has been done that pointed to all the
things that were wrong in Black families,
there was no focus on why the family
unit was still striving and succeeding. All
families struggle and as in any family,,the
black family still gets up and does what
needs to be done."
Closing the gathering and the festival
on a supportive note, Nixon reiterated
the strong presence of the Brief Therapy
Insfitute's Family Therapy program and
gladly welcomed the NSU family and other
families for counseling ~essions. No matter
the family history, size or situation, they
are always open.
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What Would You Say in
Your Last 30 Minutes?

IJ you only had ,
WHAT would you say?

Professors answer this question
in Last Lecture Series

,,,.,,,

Kristine Belizaire
Current Affairs Ediror

v Take out the tissues and get ready
to laugh and cry. The Last Lecture Series,
sponsored by the NSU Office of Spiritual
Life, is back on Tuesday, March 18.
The Last Lecture Series is a program
designed to give a student-nominated
professor the opportunity to give his "last"
30-minute lec;ture. Throughout the lecture,
the chosen professor will spe.ak about
what he/she feels are the most important
things in life, as well as what he/she has
learned throughout his/her lifetime. In the
past, professors from different divisions
in the university have been chosen to
give this lecture. Past speakers include
Gary Gershman, Ph.D., George WallaceBarnhill, Ph.D. and Auna Lynn Schooley,
Ph.D.
This installment of the program will
feature professor Jared Bucker of tire
FiscbleI' School et ducation. Bucker
was selected by students to be the second
speaker in this year's installment of the
lecture. Bucker teaches various courses
at the Fischler School, which include
research and evaluation, instructional
technology, and onli11e education. He
completed his Ph.D. in edµcational and
psychological stuclies from the Univ~rsity
of Miami~ and is also certified in Mierosoft
Systems Engineering.
Bucker was pleased to be chosen to
give the lecture. "I am honored to have

. . . ,~' 12 ,,.,"'.,

been selected as this year's recipient of
the Last Lecture Series," said Bucker.
"My students are my life, and it means
the world to me to hear that my lectures
have had a positive effect. My goal for
this lecture is to convey to our students
that their actions will forever impact
humanity."
Bucker is also involved in research
pertaining to the use of technology
in teaching, especially in the area of
education.al assessment. Other areal,
of research inGlude. popular modem
technologies, such as the iPod, and other
data-warehousing programs.
The program will take place Tuesday,
March 18, from 12-1 p.m. on the second
floor gallery of the.Alvin Sherman.Library.'
Lunch-will be provided at the event.
:Potential attendees shoula RSVP to Robin
Cooper at robicoQp@nsli.nova.edu.
Students are welcome to nominate
the professor that they would liketo
hear give a "last lecture." Nominations
can be submitted until the.end of March.
To nominate a professor, please go to
http://www.nova.edu/studentleadership/
spir:ituallife/nornination.html.

,..,' P-iear \,,vhat NS\J Fischler Prefe$SE;Jr,,

Dr. Jared Buc.ker

The Last Lecture Series
Come !sitar or, Bl.icke desor,be what he ~.as fourttl to be ITIQS.t lmpertant in fe and
the experf'eru:es and people t,hat have shiped him.
Compbmen ary lunch ru(lv1ded

Please RSVP to (954}262. 7253
F.or more Info~ ~ e t Rc1.ml Cci>pel' a\
S;ionwad by Spll'ltual Lite Crn1ncil
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Michael Bergbauer
Editor in Chief

· v On Feb. 23, the entire NSU
community was invited to the campus
for the 5th annual CemmunityFest.
Put together by students, the massive
event featured free food provided by
local vendors, live entertainment and
a multitude of attractions, including
laser tag, an enonnous "Shark Slide,"
a rock wall, a bounce house and paddle
boats. However, the real attraction of
CommunityFest was the several booths
manned by various clubs, organizations
and departments of the university providing games, giveaways, and a sense
of community and shark pride for all in
attendance.

Sad Season Ending for
Men's Basketball
Tranell Mesa
Sports Editor

v Sadly, the year of2007-08
was not one of the NSU men's
basketball team's best, as the Sharks
were defeated on March 4 by Florida
Southem's Moccasins in the first
round of post-season competition
by an overwhelming score of 78-58.
This concludedNSU's season with an
overall record of 10-18; S-11 in the
SSC, placing the Sharks at eighth in
regular season conference play.
In addition, the Sharks will be
saying goodbye to three senior
teammates, Kevin Chester, Jason Del
Calvo and Oresti Nitsios, all of whom
will be graduating from NSU in May.
Chester joined the Shark family
as a-sophomore after transferring
from Campbell University. Chester
overcame a number of setbacks due
to medical complications in his senior
year and is leaving tbe squad on an
extraordinary note. Toward the secmnd
half of the Shark's regular season, the
overpowering 6' 8" center blew his
opponents out of the water, averaging
13.5 points per game, along with tying
the NSU men's basketball record for
most points scored in a single game at
an astounding 39 points.
Del Calvo came to the Sharks as
a walk-on in his freshman year, and
has proved to be an asset to tbe team
in more ways than one. A number of
Del CaJvo's teammate said that he i
a tough, passionate and hard-working
athlete, and that he gives 110% in
each and every opportunity he is
given.
itsios, a four-year st~ing guard
for'NSU, was unfortunately unable to

make his final appearance as a Shark
while taking on the MoGcs due to a
back injury. However, Nitsios has
left an impressionable mark with the
team nonetheless. Nitsios has shown
leadership in the arena throughout his
career, with a positive and motivating
character, always looking out and
setting a good example for both
his tea1!1ffiates and the community.
Luckily for the Sharks, itsios bad
more to offer than just his role as
a leader. With his 3-point shooting
ability, he has consistently helped to
stretch the defense.
Junior Tim Coenraad, a backto-back SSC Player of the Week,
sparked the Sharks all season
long in the classroom as well as
on the basketball court. Coenraad
not only led the Sharks in scoring
a 17.8 points average per game,
he took the lead at 3.8 averaged
assists and 40 overall steals on the
season, while additionally posting
six dbuble-doubles and surpassing
the 1,000 point marker, posting
1, 1OS points thus far in his career.
In commemoration of his efforts on
the court and in the classroom with
a 3 .4 grade point average., Coenraad
was named to the COSIDA/ESPN
The Magazine Academic All-District
Team. Coenraad achieved new heights
as a junior, such as setting career
highs in both the points and assists
columns at 34 and 13 respectively,
and was named to the All Sunshine
State Conference Men's Basketball
Second Team.
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Women's Basketball Team Takes
SSC Championship Title
Tim Coenraad

Staff Writer
V The NSU women's basketball
team made history as they captured the
SSC regular season title and the SSC
Conference Tournament Championship
with a win over the University of Tampa
53-47.
In the Sharks' last three games of
regular season play, they overcame Lynn
University 52-51 .in a memorabJe senior
night for the Sharks, defeated Florida
Tech 59-41 on Feb. 22, and moved on to
take a victory over Barry University 6361 on March 3.
With the three SSC.wins under the
Shark's belt, NSU solidified their spot as
SSC champions on tbe back of the stellar
play from sophomore center Stephanie
Sarosi, who averaged 17 points, 11
rebounds and 3.3 blocks in their last
three regular season wins.
The Sharks headed into the·SSC
Tournament on March 4 in the Shark
Tank, where NSU recorded a 63-61 win
over Eckerd College. Sarosi continued
her impressive play into the post-season
with a 22-point and eight rebound
perfonnance.
NSU then faced fourth seed Barry
University in a low scoring 47-43

affair, which saw the Sharks to another
successful outing.
The SSC Tournament Championship
game saw NSU ·creep back from a six
point deficit beading into the second
half, taking their first-ever Tournament
Championship with a score of 53-47
over the University of Tampa's Spartans.
Junior Eliza Allen posted 11 points in
39 minutes of play, while Sarosi was
once again served as the Sharks' spark,
racking in 28 points, 10 rebounds
and five blocks, which was enough to
make her the unanimous decision for
Conference Tournament MVP. Freshman
Abbie Tepe and senior Amber Bishko
were added to the SSC All-Tournament
Team as well, due to Bishko's 30 points
tallied throughout the tournament along
with incredi'ble defense, and Tepe·'s 27
points and 14 assists.
Going strong on a nine-game
winning streak, the longest in NSU
women's basketball hist01y, the Sharks
will begin their campaign for an NCAA
Division II Championship on March 14
at 9 p.m. when they will face the #5ranked West Georgia.

Men's and Women's Track
Teams Break 10 NSU Records·
Tim Coenraad

Staff Writer

v NSU's men's and women's track
teams broke a vast number of school
records over the 2008 Spring Break while
competing in both the Embry-Riddle Last
Chance Meet on Feb. 23 and in the Disney
Relays on March 10.
The Sharks set three new school
records in the Embry-Riddle Last Chance
Meet en r.oute to a th:ird place overall finish
for the men and foµ.rth for the women.
Sophomore Alice Henley gave an
impressive performance, finishing first in
the women's 5,000 meteHun with a time
of 19:49.42 in addition to coming second
in t:J:ie one mile race with an incredible
· time of5:39. In light of Henley's stunning
display, the NSU school records for both
events were broken and reset according to
Henley's standards.
On the men's side, junior Robert
Maughan finished second in the 3,000
meter run with a time of 9,:07, setting a
new school record of his own. Maughan
was followed by seni.orAaron Koltetjahri,
sophomore Christian Mo0re and freshman
John Besbaret, who all finished right
bel:lind Maughan, marking a succesrfut day
in NSU track history.
NSU's men's team then took first place
in the Disney Relays, while the women
- came in a close fourth upon breaking a
grand total of seven school records in a
single day.
Freshman standout Jeff Palmer took
first in the 5,000 meter race for the men's
category at 15:38, followed by Maughan,
who took second with a time of 10:46
in the 3,000 meter race. The Sharks
dominated the relay portion of the race,
taking first in both the 4X 1600 meter rel.ay
at 18:44, run by Besharet, Palmer, Pena
and freshmanAugstinRey, and the4X400
meter relay, raced by freshman John Crute,
Chris Jacob, Mike Wilson and Peha at
3:34.61. Crute, Wilson,MatthewFlack

and junior Julian Brownlee competed once
again in the 4X200 meter relay with a time
of 1:34.35 at their second place finish.
As for the women's team, both Henley
and junior Patricia Esangbado led the
Sharks in the 5,000 meter race, taking
first and fifth r~spectively, with Henley
breaking NSU's previously held record.
Sopb,omore Alice Henely :0..
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Shark's Crew Team Kick
off Spring Season
Tim Coenraad

Staff Writer

v NSU's defending Sunshine
State Conference and Regional
Championship rowing team entered
the spring competition portion of
their season on Feb. 23, traveling
to Stetson University to take part
in the Stetson Springs. The Sharks
kicked their 2008 season off in the
right direction, with the Varsity 8+
Boat taking first place, courtesy
of a strong stroke rate prnvided
by senior stroke seat Monica
Henderson, along with tremendous
motivation supplied by junior
coxswain Ashley Archibald. Both
NS V's Varsity 4+ A a:nd Novice
4 Boats crossed the finish Line at

second in their respective races, the
Novice 4 just a bow ball behind the
University of Florida.
The Sharks took a four hour
trip to Winter Park to participate
in the Rollins Invitational, and
encountered extreme weather
conditions of powerful winds,
rough waters and tornado warnings.
Following the Varsity 8+'s second
place finish and two rivaling boats
flipping due to fierce and choppy
waters, the regatta was cancelled.

Shark Softball Takes an
Impressive 12 Wins Over
Spring Break
Tranell Mesa

Sports Editor
V' NSU's softball team overtook the
majority of the competition which came
their way over 2008's Spring Break,
snatching 12 wins in a grand tctal of 17
games played and improving their season
record to 18- r0.
While competing in the Eckerd
Invitational from Feb. 22-24, the Sha:rks
grabbed three wins of the five games
played. Senior Ashley Baker led the Sharks
on day three of the tournament, pounding
two doubles, jacking a bomerun and
tallying up seven RBIs, which put her at
5-for-9 atthel'Jlate for the day.
Upon returning back home and onto
familiar territory, the Sha:rks faced the
defending champions of the Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference,
Gannon University. NSU took the series, 63 and 5-0, courtesy of tremendous offense
along with stellar pitching from game
one's winning sophomore pitcher Dani
Caron and game two's winning freshman
pitcher Lexi Sarradet. Junior Brittney Lamb
and sophomore Jessica Rockwell posted
four hits apiece, while freshman Rachel

Talenfeld stole two bases as well as
going 3-for-5 in the doubleheader.
The Sha:rks then travelled to
Kissimmee, FL, where they took part
in the Rebel Games, proudly taking
home four wins and just two los es.
Kicking off the tournament against Lewis
University, Ca:ron not only controlled
the Sha:rks' defensive tempo in the
pitcher's circle in game one, J>ut also
took control offensively, punching a
three-nm triple a:nd giving her team a 3-0
lead, Junior April Donachie registered
her first Shark homerun, which extended
the Shark lead; however, NSU would fall
to Lewis' Flyers in extra innings with a
score of 6-5. A number of Shark firsts
were reached throughout the six game
stretch; for example, Sarradet threw her
first complete ga,me no-hit shutout in ber
collegiate ca:reer against Dowling College,
giving the Sharks their first win of the
tournament with a scOFe of8-0. NSU fel.l to
LeMoyne University with a score of 6-2 the
following day; however, the Sharks showed
heart as they pulled themselves back

together to snatch a commanding victory
over Notthwood 10-0. Talenfield's headsup base runn.ing and tremendous speed
allowed her to capitalize on Northwood
errors, and along with powerhouse senior
Kelly Brookins blasting two home runs in
a single game, the Sharks proved to be a
force to be .reckoned with for the remainder
of the season. The Sharks finished with
two wins on the third and final day of the
tournament. After a close Shark victory in
game five over Saint Joseph's, the Sharks
kicked the offense up a notch in game six
as they racked up l O runs for ~ l 0-0 win

over Stonehill College.
.NSU continued on to Clermont, FL,
to compete in the NTC Dot Richardson
Tournament for March 5, and won two
of their three games on the day. After
achieving victory in games one and two
with scores of 12-0 and 5-3 over Concordia
and Queens respectiveJy, the Sharks fell to
West Virginia Wesleyan with a score of 4-2.
111e Sharks will be back in action on
their home :field on March 12 at 5 p.m. with
a doubleheader against Indiana. Be sure to
support your Sha:rks!

Shark Baseball Goes 8-11 on Spring Break
Tim Coenraad

•

Staff Writer

v- The SU baseball team's season
is now in full swing. The team took on a
host of opponents in the past two weeks
as they prepared to begin conference play,
improving their record to 13-8.
The Sharks competed in l l games
from Feb. 22 through Mar. l 1, with their
first match up against conference rivals
Florida Southern in a non-conference
game. The Moccasins dominated in game
one of the series, with 15 runs scored off
of 19 hits, proving to be loo much for.,
NSU to overcome as the Sharks fell I 54. The Sharks redeemed themselves in
game two, as they stepped up their defense
while taking advantage of Moccasin
errors, tak'ing the game by a close score
of 5-4. Junior Dale Alberto led the way
for the Sharks, hitting 2-for-3 with a run,
and senior Bryan Cook contributed with
a:n RBI as well. NSU took the Shark vs.

Mocc series, winning the third and final
matchup between the two teams in an
offense-dominated game. With a combined
30 hit between both teams, the Sha:rks saw
it through to the end, taking the victory 1211 . Freshman J.D. Martinez was the Shark
hero for the day, as he racked in six RBIs
while hitting 4-for-5, including a grand
slam.
The Sharks then faced Flagler College's
Saints in a game which initially looked like
it would fall to NSU, who poured in five
of their six runs early in the third inning.
taking a 5-0 lead. However, the Saints came
marching back in the fourth,, smashing in
seven runs on five bits to take the lead 7-5.
The Saints finished the game with three
more hits to the Sharks' one, taking the
victory 10-6. Senior Matt Mindick and
sophomore Eric McCans fueled the Shark
offensej with Mindick going 3-for-5 with

an RBI and McCans 3-for-4 with a run.
NSU moved on from their disappointing
loss to Flagler by sweeping the four game
series against ewberry College 18-6, 73, 11- IO and 2- l. Cook was the Shark's
most consistent player throughout the
series, ending with a combined score of
9-for-15, with four RBI's and five runs.
Other standouts were junior Pete Simon,
who went3-for-4 with 3 RBI's and 3 runs,
Martinez, who had another spectacular
performance, going 4-for-4 with four RBl's
and two runs in game three, and senior
pitcher Jon Spier, who pitched all nine
innings in the fourth game and gave up just
four hits and one run.
NSU went on to defeat Florida
Memorial with yet another brilliant display
of hitting. as the Sharks came together for
16 mns and 13 RBIs on 19 hits in their
i6-8 victory. Simon led NSU, going a

perfect 4-for-4 with four runs and an RB!,
followed by junior Damon Marino, who
bit 4-for-6 with two RBIs and two runs,
followed by freshman Kyle Morejon, going
3-for-4 with two RBIs and three runs.
The Sharks continued on to face a
rematch double-header against Flagler
College. Although in game one NSU found
themselves down 5-0 early on, the Sharks
battled back to take the win 12-7, a rally
which was kicked off with a grand slam,
courtesy of Alberto, in the fourth. Senior
Nick Carris recorded his third save as he
pitched the last three innings, giving up
zero runs and only one bit, and McCans
went 2-for-4 with two runs and two RBIs.
In game two, the Sharks outhit Flagler's
Saints 6-5; however, they fell to the Saints
with a score of 5-1.

..
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·10,000 B.C.: Was It A Good Year?
Racquel Fagon
Variety Editor
V Before Lget into my review1 I must giv(l homage to
the great forefathers of this movie: the immortal Jurassic:
Park, which continues to this day totickle my bone
for prehistoric fun and danger, 300, the powerful and
stimulating epic that seems more mesmerizing every time
you see it (or maybe that's just me), and the trendsetter Jee
,4.ge. Yo_u won't find cooler mammoths anywhea:re. Now, _
let's scra1ch tbe surface of 10,000 B. C.
.
Directe,d and co-written by Roland Emmerich (Stargate,

lT;Jdependence Day, The Day After Tomorrow), I O,DOO ·
B. C. is a perfect example of a good plot being t:Fampled by
weak storytelling; With the mass of giant beasts and scenic
beauty, and the complete absence of historical accuracy,
the film delivered so little eye-widening, maraucling or
gasping excitement (the main reason I went to watch the
movie) that it was actually necessary to concentrate on the
"hidden" concepts in tbe film to make it psy~hologically
stirritllating. Don't get me wrong; there i,yas some fighting
and smack down kind of stuff, but a 1ot more ceiuld have
been done in the way of epic aetion.
The film starts in the mountains, where. a trib~ survives
by hunting the woolly mammoths that pass through theirvalley every year. The "mother" of the tribe prophesizes
the end of the tribe'1, existence, but the lover ofthe blueeyed girl Evo]et (Camilla Belle) can save them from th.e ir
fate. D'Leh (rhymes with delay) the child watches his
father leave to find something, and then we are abruptly

intreduced to a grown-up
D'Leh and Evolet having fun
with the tribe. Tue merriment
is interrupted permanently
by ''Four-Legged Demons, "
bad guys on _horseback who
destroy, kill and capture.
After the Demons capture
Evolet, D'Leh finds bis
inner heto and decides to
go after them. He takes a
companion, Tic'tic (Cliff
Curtis), who is one of the
tribe~ best hunters, and runs
off to rescme his love. On his
journey he encounters wild
prehistoric animals, booby
traps and warrior tribes, all of
which, of cmitse, never s.low
or harm the hero.
I mentioned those hidden
concepts earlier. I was referring to the whole idea .of
putting dreadlocks on the triba.l people to make them more
ancient or original, but the black warriors in the film have
none and look more wild than the other trib<;s. The very
idea of a people finding their strengths all beGause there is
the need to save a blue-eyed.girl (with pale skin and thick

dreadlocks) from Egyptian slavers, was just too much.
All in all, the shots were awesome and dazzling, (the
movie was filmed in Namibia, South.Africa and New
Zeµland), with good special effects. If an it takes to s:atisfy
you are pretty vistas and behemoth creatures, then this
movie is right up your alley.

The Art of Caravaggio
R.acquel Fagon
Variety Editor
Caravaggio, craftily played by Italian
actor Alessio Boni, is interpreted as
befog rambunctious and tumultuous.
1f he were not an ingenious painter, he
would be more note,d as the-Billy the
Kid of his time. Throughout the :film,
Carava ggio soliloquizes, re:v:ealing his
deepest thoughts and feelings abo:ut
himself and his wodd. The aucl.ience is
then left to fit together the jigsaw puzzle
of his true character by viewing how this
corroborates with-his everyday actions.
Caravaggio gnes to Rome to ev<olve
jnto a magnificent, celebrated painter,
but prior to tha:the encounters poverty,
illness, struggles on the streets and the
unforgettable face and form of death.
The erection of huge, new churches
and the need to .fill them w~th paintings
gives Caravaggio the,opportunityto truly
reveal his talent, as he is commissioned by
powerful clergy and nobility to adorn those
walls. Caravaggio's novelty for his painting
is physical observation with a dramatic
approach. to the u·s e of light and shadow,
which is perfect for illuminating the
elegiac qualities in the portraj.ts of saints
that the Church want~. But as quickly as
Apocalypse.
Caravaggio becomes celebrated arnm:ig
This Italian-language fihn x;eproduces
tbe most influential and finds privilege at
the 1600s in all its perverse and artistic
his fingertips, his demons get the better of
glory. Director Longoni embellishes his
him and he crashes as an addict would after
wor.k with the violent social upheaval of
indulging again .i n drugs. The struggles
the perio.d, the religious instability within
Caravaggio has over money, the callous
the population and the powerful men and
and wanton life he leads with his models
organizations resp.o nsible. 1fl portraying
and the corruption within the Church all
Car~vaggio, Longoni creates a caricature
fuel the rintrigi:1e and questions about his
of sin and holiness within the. chara~ter.
life. Altliough knowing w]]at tb(; Church
He allows Caravaggio te epme off.a s
warits in his paintings, be depicts saints
being almost unreal in bis·unqu~tionable
an/i holy figures ii1 ·araµcous and barroom
genius, inexplicable anger, insatiable lust
fashion. ·Caravaggio's models are U),ually
and negligence. The combination of these
prostitutes, thieves and others. from the
feelings is so intense within Caravaggio
lower 'Class, and show his methods of
throughout the filin that one feels more
seeing
saints in sinful artistry, much Jike
incline;:d to simply a\J.mp the artist and save
his
view
of himself.
his paintings.
The unpredictability of his life
To decorate Longoni 's work, along with
c;ohtinues as his paintings find their way
Storaro's genius, Costume Designer Lia
into the most prestigious hands and mirror
Moranclini fail0rs costume Glioices that are
toe most po:we.tful faces. Thrcit.1ghout'the
real and rich with the culture ofthe peried,
film., h.e is very arrQgant and never asks for
making the 1600s even more palpable to
anything from any0ne, even in his lowest
the audience. Music. from Luis Baealov
hour, but he liv~s bis life dominantly
also puts a fatalistic twist on the chru;acter,
on the charity of othei;s. The dramatic
with dramatic drums and crying strings
value of th~ film comes from the man.y
lamihating the scenes when Caravaggio is
clashes Caravagg~o has with his friends,
at his lowest and most depressing.

V Carav.i.ggio is a biopic a)mttt the
untarnable 17th-Century Italian painter
Michelangelo Merisi, more common]
known as "Car,a.vaggio.." It depicts the
intense physicality and grandeur of the
artist while espousing th~ influence and
scope of the century.
Proouce<l by Rai Fiction and coprotlucetlwith Titania J>roduzioni (lta1y),
the Institut del Ginema Catala (Spain),
EOS Entertainment (Gennany) and GMT
Ptoductions (France), Director Angelo
Longoni encapsulates the lechery, gluttony
and morale w ithin the societies Merisi
celebrates and displays in liis painttngs,
while depicting the enigmatic, rebellious
. and dangerous baroque Italian painter.
Cinematographer Vittorio Storaro reenacted this·when he 1'lensed" the feature,
demonstrating some of the most widescreen imagery the cinematographic ·has
ever created: Storaro is a multiple nom"inee
and three-time Academy Award wfoner
whose honors include titles iconic to both
film makers and film lovers, among them
three winners oftlle Best CinematQgraphy
Oscar, The Last Emperor, Reds and

benefactors, culture and llimself. Going
in and oU:t of jail, having scandalous
affairs with his models ;and courtesans,
fatally injuring a young man and fleeing
one country, then artothei:. Throughout
all of this, his talent seems to be his main
t.om1entor, as he is constantly riddled
with mocking illusions of his art in his
inebriated states 'llnd his dreams. All of
these accounts in the fih:n project an overall
dismal and melancholic feeling to the
audience, seemingly the major intent of
the director. Storaro's cinematography also
delivers this same cO"n<sept in a figurative
idea, namely the superimposition of one
image on ano_ther. Caravaggio, the brilliant,
visionary painter, is glimpsed, in spite of
his irresponsible an_d debasing exploits.
The idea of watching a "biographical
film about ene of the w0rld's m0st talented
artists is veey attractive, even if only to
give some insight inte what made him
who he was. But as with most films about
painters or geniuses of any discipline, who
they were is not -always a pretty picture.
This film is no different. However, the
storyline could bave-;follbwed through
on Caravaggio's genius: liow he actually
created his masterpieces, wbat his m:use
was, what creative juices flowed during the
process of mastering his art. E nough focus
is given to Caravaggio's sexual escapad.es,
his travels? and being a victim of sociefy, A
Jot more could have beert done in terms of
developing Cara¥aggio's character more as
the ingenious painter and not as an unstable
rogue.
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death that she locked herself away from everyone and
everything, even me. People believed she was locked
away devising some concoction to destroy everyone or to
make their lives miserable,.but she was just an old woman
who had lost someone very important to her, and she felt
saner spending more time hidden away in her bedroom or
workroom doing whatever made her comfortable.
The autopsy revealed that Charm had died from a lack
of oxygen to the heart and brain. The coroner sunuised
that her ·asthma was seriously affected and it got the best
of her. The district, however, believed that it was Miss
Mary's play-play magic that had taken Charm away and
Auntie believed that too. A month after Charm's funeral, I
decided to move to the city, partly to escape her memory
and Auntie Vie's seclusion, but mostly b-eqmse the feeling
the district exuded was depressing. l felt that darkness
permeated the valley like. the death clqud that moved over
Egypt to take away the first born without the blood on their
ct'oors. I just didn't feel safe .anymore. Our door didn't have
the right blood.
Auntie Vie's funeral was the reason for my return to
district. Even now at her death, people still believed that
some judgment would come upon them for Charm's death;
but I knew different. She told me everything in the last
letter she wrote to me:
''Dearest Ezra,
Greetings in the name of Jesus, our soon-coming King.
I hope my letter finds you in the ·best of health and mind,
and that the city-life is agreeing with you. I pray for your
eternal protection and I make a protectio,n oil for you. You
should have gotten it with this letter. Make sure, Ezzy, that
you rub the oil on you in the morning before you leave
your house·and.in the evening when you getin. lt will keep

Love Magic
Racquel Fagon
Continued from last issue
"Charm, you still sleeping?" I asked aloud. She was
never usually asleep at this time, I mused to myself.
"Wake up man.! Auntie Vie say yo1:1 mus come for you
breakfast" My eyes were still adjusting to the unusual
darkness of the room. "But Charm no usually close her
curtains," I said quietly to myself.
"Charm? Charm, you awake?" I did not want to enter
her room because Cha~m was such an_individua1 that
entering her room without her c.o nsent or knowledge felt
like a serious violation of her personal space. She was a
very private and trouble-free person and those were some
of the many character traits that secured our love and
respect for her.
I heard the ronster crowing outside and felt really
cheated out ofmy quest, but Charm not being up already
and her room being this dark agitated me more. I entered
the room and walked straight up to Cha)'Ill's bed. A rank,
acrid scent surrounded the bed. I had to grab my nose to
lessen the burning inside my nostrils and eyes. Something
was different about the room. Aside from the darkness,
there was a pervasive, sinking doom. An invisible fog of
sorrow and pain enveloped me as I stood over the bed, and
I knew Charm was dead.
Everyone anticipated AuntieVie's eternal vengeance
not only on Miss Mary, but the entire district, but that was
not to be, Auntie Vie w'as so stri.tken by Charm's untimely

off all the evil spirits and bad luck from you. Praise God.
Ezra, Charm 's death affect me real bad and I don't
blame Miss Mary for anything, I blame myself. l believe,
in my heart, it is retribution from God Almighty, because
I did not thank Him enough for blessing me with you and
your sister, because you know I cannot have any children
of my own, and fQr blessing me with the power to he1p
Hirn with His divine work here on Earth. I did get a vision,
little before Charm died, that I got a lot of ripe mangoes
from someone, not too sure who I get them from was
but every one I eat was sour like lime and I wondered to
myself, "Why all the mangoes so sour?" A voice answer
me and say "A sour life bring sour fruits ." So, I understand,
Ezzy, that my whole life was not pleasing to God and when
Charm died I ~ew it was my bad blessing that fall on her
so much.
Well, Ezzy, you is a man now looking after your own
business. Remember to never forget God and thank Him
every day for all He has done for you. ] know what the
people in Lodgie Green worried about me, but let them
fret 'bout what I will do. lt will let them cling cleser to the
Word of God. I am and will always be dqing the work of
God.
I am tired, Ezzy, and I just want to rest now. You are
in your big job in town a.pd Charm is resting .i n the bosom
of Jesus. I am settled in my spirit and just waiting for the
day my Lord comes to take me home. Ezzy, God bless and
keep you.
Love you always my child.
'P.S. Car run ever Miss Mary rooster and kill him. Serve
him right.
Lord's Servant, Auntie Vie

To Be Continued ...

LaSpadas Serves Some Serious
Sandwiches
Michael Bergbauer
Editor in Chie.f

v Located at 2465 South University
Drive in the Shoppes of Arrowhead,
the sandwich shop LaSpadas claims to
serve "the best damn hoagies in town."
Considering their South Florida lncation,
one can be sure that they probably have
the only hoagies in town. Despite this f~ct,
LaSpadas does present some seriously big
and delicio.us sandwiches, along with their
northeastern lingo.
The ·shop itself is clean, modest
eatery with just a sandwich counter, eating
counter and some outdoor space. The
menu is composed of a lot of the standard
ingrediants within the sandwich biz and
p(Omotes picking and choosing. Aside
from the Italian Special and The Monster
(ham, roast beef and turkey with cheese
and veggies), there aren't any the.med
sandwiches . Hoagies come in oversized
8" and 12" rolls and cost from $6 to $10.
However, round rolls and a variety of

salads and salad platters are also a\cailable
for about $5.50 and up.
Even though La8padas runs a rather
standard menu (which is kind of diffieult
to NOT do wheri it comes to sandwjches),
it does a lot to set it ap~.fr-0m other
sandwi'cb shops· and put some weight
behind its "best in town" motto. For
starters, al I the ingredients are fresh. Meat
is sliced to erder, bread is baked daily
and the veggies are especially fragrant
( everyone wil I know that you ordered
onions). Overall, it makes for a nice change
of; pace from other sandwich chains, whicb
typiccilly offer only processed or pre-sliced
meat
LaSpadas also offers what is best
described as unique sandwich construction.
The hoagies are enonnous and llie topped
with an extra layer of meat wrapped
around the outside - securing the delicious
innards and more or less preventing

a

veggie spillage. The menu features some
especially delieious marjnated sweet
pepper stcips and sliced hot cherry peppers
a5 sandwich toppings. Customer serviee
is also top notch. Evell' though the' shop
can get crowded cluring the lunch rush,
the LaSp:o\clas team .serves quickly and
congenially via a veritable assembly
line, which occasionally involves some
skillfully. tossed meat.
Unfortunately, for a11 it dees dght,
LaSpadas is not Without jts.faults. The
restaurant does not offer any t oasting for
their sandwiches and they are missing
some staple ingredients like olives as
well as green, jalapeno, and banana
peppers. Also, tlrey currently only accept
"cash only" payments, which tends to be
jnconvenient However, L aSpadas does
offer excellently dqne sandwiches, and
they definitely deserve a try from the
hungry sandwieh connoisseur.
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Antigua
Bahamas
Beach
Brazil
California
Cuba
Europe
Grandma's
Haiti
Hawaii
Home
Jamaica
Las Vegas
Mexico

Miami
Orlando
Road Trip
South Beach
Trinidad
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On The Scene
Kristine Belizaire Current Affairs Editor

What. WQUld you
wish for if you
ca~ght :a .'leprechaun?

"The world to be less stressed out, becaµse everyon~ needsio be l~sst
. Iud'mg me. "
• •·•
stressed out, me
,..l! ·
. -, '
·l
Al~cia Salus Senior, Business Adnrinistration ahd Biology
·

"To be a successful pharmacist. "
Caitlin Butler Freshman, Biology

"lfI was to catch a leprechaun, 1 would wish for personal success."
Jovaughn Barnar!I Junior, Psychology and Humanities

Editor's .Note
Michael Bergbauer
Editor in Chief
nsunews@nova.edu
V During our time at college, we
_perf.in11 a t~t of a:p/ 1yris. We loo!
earning reports to analyze a company,
literature to find an author's intent and
lab reports to predict reactions. Although
there is inherent value in practicing
critical thinking, it is rare that we take·
sorn·e real life lesson away with us.
,, ~ Imagine my surprise on finding what I
. ·• now believe _to be the meaning of life in
,m y latest analys is.
r," I was comparing two plays authored
tiy Samuel Beckett: Waiting/or Godot
a.nd _E ndgame. Very basically, the plays
· are about characters that wait around,
'do nothing and are miserable for it.
You don't need my whole essay, but I
thought the message these works tried
to present was that life is inherently
meaningless. Humans must create, and
live out, their own meaning in life.
Such a moral is very applicable.
Perhaps you' ve found yomselfin a
degree program or job where you are
unhappy..Maybe you love someone who
does not know it, or are in a relationship
that isn't going the right way. Waiting
for a change or depending on another
person will leave you stagnant. You must
assert yourself to have a future.
But really, this concept is old
news ("carpe diem," anyone?). We
have seen it in commercialism (Nike
-"Just Do It") , movies (Terminator
2: Judgment Day- ''No fate but what

4t

The Best of Ask Mr. Shark

l ~~;.--

~ ··
\.

,.

we make.") and music.(Beastie Boys
- "([You Gotta] Fight for Your Right [to
Party;!]"). However, I think we all need
to remember to assert ourselves more
often, whether it is to strike out on our
own, take a chance or create a positive
change in the world. Doing something is
always better than being left wondering,
"If only ... "
This week, NSU, take a chance.
Ask that person out, stand up to a bossy
acquaintance, ask your professor if there
is something you can do to make up
that grade, or do· something impulsively.
Make a resolution. Don't wait for
whomever to take action. Act and have
finality, or wait and have only a hope.

Corrections

Akshat Bhargava
Undergraduate Student Government Association President

ltl issue,17 GfThe 'C,W'l'(!ftt m tll\~ a$cle ...Jotl!att Zit'!lMennnn Gives 'fips for
Suc®iss:• dt'.'Va& repootet.i that z~·s l~cture took pta~ on Jan,. 6 and

Q: I am an undergraduate student
currently enrolled full-time . 1 am unhappy
with one of my professors and would Jike
to know if I could speak to anyone about it.

that ~in:mieman A-4fiv,e~ h.as-O-Y$T l ,Qi)!l)- ~iate$... The lecture twk place

e111 ~ 4 .an<i~an A~erl'ising has l,3:0'0 ~iat-es. ,
It i~ue f9 lJf 'f'ke Current m'the atlicle ·'f tt~Dt\Ck Foffieef' it was. tie,~ed
that PM ~ a S•a &)rMy h(lS'IS ft'liglrt: tl~ folies yewly:. Th.~ event is
1'0$t¢d ~ the Stmtent Un:iow B:<far~ (SllB~

A: My Fin, NSU is a fine educational
institution and students are its top priority.

If you are unhappy with your professor, I
would suggest talking to him/her before
or after the class, or during his/her office
hours. lf that does not work, or you feel
uncomfortable, I w.ould suggest you
contact your academic advisor for more
information.

Classifieds
r

I

Q: Mr. Shark, 1 have a friend who goes
with me to NSU, and she is planning to
graduate this semester. In order to do so,
she has to take this one class, which is
being offered in the last eight weeks of the
semester. However, the class is already full
and no other class is being offered. She is
an undergraduate student like me. What
options does she have?
A: My Fin, I would advise your friend
to start off by contacting her academic
advisor. Once she meets with him/her,
she should explain her situation and the
advisor should be able to provide her with
options. Generally, academic advisors can
file a request with. the concerned academic
department for the course. Decisions
are made on a case-by-case basis. Her
academic advisor would be her best bet. 1
think your friend is lucky .to have a friend
like you who cares so much.

Q: Mr. Shark, I am an undergraduate
international student and one of my
fellow international students said that, as
an interilational student, I need to take ·
a full course of study. I was wondering
what this means and where can I get more
information on it.

--------------~---,

TUTORS NEEDED

.

1 Math-( to HS Algebra) Reading-General Homework-FCAT
Prep. Compensation $18-$20 per hour . 9ontact Abbe
1 abbek@comcast.net cell (954)°257-0072 office (954) 7481 0607.
L

r
A : My Fin, for an undergraduate
international student, a full course of
study simply means that one has to take
a mi.nimum of 12 credit hours in both
the fall and winter semester. Also, please
note that only one online class (or up
to three credits) per term is allowed to
count towards the full course of study
requirement for an F-1 student. Summer
term enrolhnent is not mandatory for
international students and the summer
term for undergraduates is considered an
annual vacation. I would strongly suggest
that you contact the International Student
and Scholars office, located in the Horvitz
Administration Building, or call them at .
954-262-'7240 for further information on
the issue, as well as other visa and statusrelated questions. They will be more
than willing to work with you and if they
don't have an answer for you, they will
recommend someone who does.

--------~
Book Keeper Wanted
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I Neat handwriting , and absolute accuracy a must.
I QuickBooks experience a plus- Location Sunrise 33351.
1 Part Time flexible up to 6 hrs a week $12.00 hr.
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Davie House for Rent

.

2 Bed/ Bath, l car Garage, Spacious Rear Patio
Walking Distance to NOVA
April Occupancy
No Pets, Non Smoker
Contact: Dee (954) 651-7·8 07
.t

.,

r

FOR RENT
For rent. 3-2 house with garage, 1650 SF.
Next to Nova. Vaulted ceiling, 20" tile,
beautiful condition. pool, tennis, $1600,
Prefer professor and/or family. 954-614-9874

L---------------- - - - .

U DON' NEED A DEGRE N FINANCE O RECO NIZE A G AT
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+~~~~-INTRODUCING~~~~-+

SADDLE

NEW TWO AND THREE

EDROOM TOWNHOMES
WITH GARAGES FROM

$269,900
Frum Ffflrida", Tumplb at l~Si uit GtliBn
d
~ ft!t w 1450 Gdffin load
(two b~a,t of Olli~ Ddve)
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BR-IDGE
in Davie

• Exceptio1 al Davie locatio ·
• Granite kitchen counter ops
• 16' x 16~ ceramic tlle throughout 6.rst £loot
• lmpaet resistant windows and sliding glass doors
• Raised panel European style cabinetry
• Whirlpool• extra-1.ar,ge washer & dryer

• Stylish Moen• faucets
·
• .ear·Florida's Turnpike, J..75 and 1·95

BROKER PARTIC1PATI0N

WE COME
SALES CENTER
7450 1riffin Road. Ste 190
Davie, · 33,314
Phon (954) 282.-6110
pen dally from JO AM to 6
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Information Technology is the wave of the future. Now you can increase your
ea.ming potentia I by obtainlng a -master's degree in inforniatlon teehnolcrgy at Nova
Southeastern University's Graduate School of Computer and Information Sciences..

Choose one ef five 1.T. concentrations
• Software Development
• Information .System Security
• Educational ·Technology

• lnformatian Security Management
• lnfotmation Technology Management

About Us:
• Convenient online and on-campus formats
• Cutting..edge faculty and curriculum

• Designated a Nation~I Center of Academic Excellence in Information
Assurance by the U.S. government
·
• Graduate programs offered in l.T., as well as computer science, educational
technology; irtformation security, and information systems
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